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Abstract Major Stratospheric Sudden Warmings (SSWs) are characterized by a reversal of the zonal
mean zonal wind and an anomalous warming in the polar stratosphere that proceeds downward to the
lower stratosphere. In the tropical stratosphere, a downward propagating cooling is observed. However,
the strong modulation of tropical winds and temperatures by the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) renders
accurate characterization of the tropical response to SSWs challenging. A novel metric based on
temperature variations relative to the central date of the SSW using ERA-Interim data is presented. It filters
most of the temperature structure related to the phase of the QBO and provides proper characterization
of the SSW cooling amplitude and downward propagation tropical signal. Using this new metric, a large
SSW-related cooling is detected in the tropical upper stratosphere that occurs almost simultaneously with
the polar cap warming. The tropical cooling weakens as it propagates downward, reaching the lower
stratosphere in a few days. Substantial differences are found in the response to SSWs depending on the
QBO phase. Similar to what is observed in the polar stratosphere, tropical SSW-associated temperatures
persist longer during the west QBO phase at levels above about 40 hPa, suggesting that the signal is mainly
controlled by changes in the residual mean meridional circulation associated with SSWs. Conversely, in the
lower stratosphere, around 50–70 hPa, enhanced cooling occurs only during QBO east phase. This behavior
seems to be driven by anomalous subtropical wave breaking related to changes in the zero-wind line
position with the QBO phase.
1. Introduction
Stratospheric Sudden Warmings (SSWs) are extreme events able to modify the polar cap temperature within
a few days [e.g., Andrews et al., 1987]. They are preceded by anomalously strong wave activity from the tro-
posphere that propagates into the stratosphere and breaks at polar jet latitudes around 10 hPa or higher.
Their dissipation decelerates the polar vortex and might even result in a reversal of the zonal wind direction
from westerlies to easterlies. Previous studies have shown that the residual mean meridional circulation is
affected during the life cycles of the SSWs [Matsuno, 1971]. Thus, the downwelling and warming over the
polar cap characteristic of SSWs is accompanied by upwelling and cooling in the low latitudes of the tropical
stratosphere [e.g., Randel et al., 2002; Holton et al., 1995; Haynes et al., 1991].
In the tropics, the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) is a major contributor to stratospheric variability. It is a
downward propagating oscillation of the zonal mean zonal winds with a period of about 28 months, driven
by wave dissipation [e.g., Baldwin et al., 2001, and references therein]. Its effects are not only noticeable in
the tropics. The QBO modulation of the position of the zero-wind line in the subtropics also influences the
polar vortex. During the east QBO phase, the polar vortex tends to weaken as more wave activity refracts
to the pole [Holton and Tan, 1980]. Although the QBO is fairly regular, variations in the phase speed of
downward propagation make difficult to filter the tropical temperature response to SSWs.
Very few studies have investigated the tropical signal associated with SSWs. Kodera [2006] investigated the
tropical effect of nine selected events with large deceleration of the zonal mean zonal wind between 50◦
and 70◦N. He calculated anomalies as departures from a daily climatology and to remove the part of the
anomaly related to the QBO, he subtracted the 31 day mean around the central date. SSWs were found to
be associated with changes in convective activity that increased near the equatorial Southern Hemisphere
(10◦S–Equator) and decreased in the Northern Hemisphere (5◦N–15◦N). On the other hand, Taguchi [2011]
reduced the QBO signature in the tropics decomposing the fields into long- and short-term variations.
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He stated that 30◦S was the latitude extent of the SSW-associated cooling and upwelling signals. He also
found a correlation between the strength in the tropical cooling associated with SSWs at 10 hPa and
the location of wave driving: the stronger the tropical cooling, the closer the extratropical wave driving
was to subtropical latitudes. Regarding SSWs differences between QBO phases, Naito et al. [2003] used a
three-dimensional mechanistic circulation model to run parameter sweep experiments of QBO profiles in
perpetual winter conditions. They found differences between west and east QBO phases in the magnitude
of the SSW tropical cooling, and two time scales for the tropical and subtropical temperature responses
in the stratosphere. A short-time response (days after the SSW) extended to the summer hemisphere, and
a long-time response, of several weeks, was stronger in the winter hemisphere subtropics and extended
down near the tropopause. Recently, Yoshida and Yamazaki [2011] analyzed the tropical cooling of the SSW
occurred in January 2009 by decomposing the wave forcing into its tropospheric and stratospheric parts.
They concluded that stratospheric wave forcing induced anomalous cooling in the stratosphere above
100 hPa; however, the cooling observed from 100 to 150 hPa was related to a change in the convective
activity associated with subtropical wave dissipation at 100 hPa. Nonetheless, both pathways of tropical
cooling had the same source, i.e., the increase of midlatitude wave activity in the troposphere.
Despite these previous studies, a general description of the evolution of the SSWs signal in the tropical
stratosphere has not been addressed. Here we present an analysis of temperature variations in this region in
response to SSWs based on reanalysis data. We focus on eliminating the QBO structure in the tropical tem-
perature, as well as the mean annual cycle. Section 2 describes the data and the methodology employed
to identify SSWs and QBO phases. Section 3 assesses and compares different methodologies aiming to
remove the QBO structure from our SSW composites. A new alternative methodology to properly elimi-
nate these QBO structures is presented in section 4, which will provide a clearer picture of the temperature
changes associated with SSWs in the entire stratosphere and the differences between QBO phases. Section
5 summarizes the main results and discusses the mechanism proposed.
2. Data andMethodology
We have used daily mean data from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts ERA-Interim
reanalysis for the period from 1979 to 2012 [Dee et al., 2011]. Daily mean data have been used at 2.5◦ × 2.5◦
resolution in longitude and latitude, at the original model levels in the pressure range 100 hPa–5 hPa (in
ERA-Interim the model levels are located at 5.2, 6.4, 8.0, 9.9, 12.3, 15.2, 18.8, 23.3, 28.9, 35.8, 44.3, 54.6, 66.6,
80.4, and 95.7 hPa).
In addition to daily temperature and zonal mean zonal wind, daily means of the residual circulation (v∗, w∗),
the Eliassen-Palm flux (F(z), F(𝜙)) and its divergence (∇ ⋅ F) have also been computed based on 6-hourly data
[Seviour et al., 2012], according to equations in Andrews et al. [1987],
v∗ ≡ v − 𝜌−10
(
𝜌0 v′𝜃′∕𝜃z
)
z
w∗ ≡ w + (acos𝜙)−1
(
cos𝜙v′𝜃′∕𝜃z
)
𝜙
F(𝜙) ≡ 𝜌0 a cos 𝜙
(
uz v′𝜃′∕𝜃z − v′u′
)
F(z) ≡ 𝜌0 a cos 𝜙
{[
f − (a cos 𝜙)−1
(
u cos 𝜙
)
𝜙
]
v′𝜃′∕𝜃z − w′u′
}
∇ ⋅ F ≡ (a cos 𝜙)−1 𝜕
𝜕𝜙
(F(𝜙) cos 𝜙) + 𝜕F
(z)
𝜕z
where a is the Earth’s radius, f is the Coriolis parameter, 𝜙 is latitude, z is log(pressure) − height,
𝜌0 = exp(−z∕H), H is the density-scale height taken as 7000 m, 𝜃 is potential temperature, and u,v,and w
are the wind in the zonal, meridional, and vertical directions, respectively. An overbar represents the zonal
mean, and a prime the deviation from this mean. Subscripts represent the partial derivative.
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Table 1. SSWs Dates According to CP07 Algorithm (Second Col-
umn) and Reassigned Central Dates According to the Maximum
Temperature in ±30 Days (Third Column)a
N Central Date Wind Reversal New Date QBO Phase
1 22 Feb 1979 27 Feb 1979 W
2 1 Mar 1980 1 Mar 1980 E
3 4 Mar 1981 5 Feb 1981 W
4 Dec 1981
4 24 Feb 1984 24 Feb 1984
5 1 Jan 1985 1 Jan 1985 E
6 23 Jan 1987 18 Jan 1987
7 8 Dec 1987 8 Dec 1987
8 14 Mar 1988 12 Mar 1988 W
9 21 Feb 1989 20 Feb 1989 W
10 15 Dec 1998 17 Dec 1998 E
11 26 Feb 1999 27 Feb 1999
12 20 Mar 2000 13 Mar 2000 W
13 11 Feb 2001 1 Feb 2001
14 30 Dec 2001 28 Dec 2001 E
15 17 Feb 2002 19 Feb 2002
16 18 Jan 2003 29 Dec 2002 W
17 5 Jan 2004 25 Dec 2003 E
18 21 Jan 2006 21 Jan 2006 E
19 24 Feb 2007 24 Feb 2007 W
20 22 Feb 2008 23 Feb 2008 E
21 24 Jan 2009 23 Jan 2009 W
22 9 Feb 2010 30 Jan 2010
24 Mar 2010
aQBO phase for each SSW (fourth column). See text
for details.
The methodology presented by Charlton
and Polvani [2007] (CP07 from now on) has
been applied here to identify the central
dates of the major midwinter SSWs from
November to March, thus detecting 24 SSWs
in the 34 year period (Table 1 second col-
umn). This criterion requires a change from
westerlies to easterlies at 60◦N and 10 hPa
(the 9.9 hPa level has been used here). The
central date of the SSW is defined as the
first day with easterly zonal mean zonal
wind. The algorithm considers the same
event when 2 days with easterly zonal mean
zonal wind are not separated by at least
20 days. Final warmings are excluded by
demanding a return to westerlies for at least
10 consecutive days before the end of the
winter season.
Next, the evolution of temperature anoma-
lies at 10 hPa over the polar cap has been
analyzed for each of the identified events.
Taguchi [2011] claimed that the SSW signal
on the residual mean meridional circula-
tion was better characterized when using
temperature and its variance as diagnos-
tic fields rather than the zonal mean zonal
wind reversal as in CP07. Accordingly, we
have identified the day with the highest
polar cap average temperature (60◦–90◦N) within ±30 days of each SSW’s central date. The day when this
occurs is considered our new central date. The temperature evolutions over the polar cap within ±30 days
relative to this new central date are shown in Figure 1 for each SSW (blue lines) together with CP07 dates
(red dots). Further, this objective definition of the central date was subject to visual inspection. Two SSWs
(March 2010 and December 1981) identified with CP07 criteria were removed from our catalog since they
were not associated with a clear warming period over the polar cap. In addition, the following requirements
were demanded: (1) In the cases for which the absolute maximum temperature was reached within a period
of almost constant temperature, the central date was taken as the first day of that period (e.g., Figure 1,
1987/12), it did not change the SSW central date by more than 10 days relative to the absolute maximum
and it only affected 6 cases; (2) when there were two relative temperature maxima, the one closest to CP07
date was chosen in 1979/2 (Figure 1). Requirements (1) and (2) were applied as long as the difference in
temperature between the two dates (that of the absolute maximum and the corrected date) was smaller
than 0.5 K. Table 1 (third column) lists the new SSWs central dates. In the exceptional case of March 1981
the difference between the timing of the zonal wind reversal and the occurrence of the highest tempera-
ture is 27 days, but for most of the SSWs the new central dates do not differ by more than ±10 days with
respect to those of CP07. By selecting the new central dates, the SSWs temperature anomalies in the trop-
ics (10◦S-10◦N, red lines) have their largest values around day 0 at 9.9 hPa (Figure 1). The evolution of the
polar (blue lines) and tropical temperatures clearly shows a mirrored behavior, with opposite evolutions in
temperature, and only minor differences between the timing of maximum polar cap and minimum tropical
temperatures. This behavior supports our selection of central dates.
The phase of the QBO during a SSW is defined according to the average of the equatorial zonal mean zonal
wind of ±30 days around the SSW central date at the model level of 44.3 hPa. A SSW is considered to occur
during the east or west QBO phase (EQBO and WQBO, respectively) when the winds at 44.3 hPa are lower
or higher than −5 and +5 m/s, respectively, and there are winds of opposite sign at 9.9 hPa. Due to the slow
evolution of the QBO relative to the life cycle of a SSW, changing the number of days used to average the
winds around the SSW central date does not affect the classification of SSWs by their QBO phase. According
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Figure 1. Polar cap (60◦–90◦N, blue) and tropical (10◦S–10◦N, red) zonal mean temperature anomaly evolution at
9.9 hPa for the −30 to +30 day period of each SSW detected in the ERA-Interim reanalysis. Red dots mark the SSW central
date according to CP07 algorithm while the number indicates the lag with our new central date. Note that the tempera-
ture evolutions are plotted with reference to the value of day −30 as the start value. The tropical and polar temperature
magnitudes are not comparable as they have been scaled for a better visualization with a factor of 4. Scales are indicated
with temperature increments of 3 K for the upper left SSW’s evolution.
to this definition, there are seven SSWs during EQBO (SSW-EQBO) and eight during WQBO (SSW-WQBO).
Several SSWs remained that did not belong to any of these groups and were disregarded. This is further
justified because their associated vertical wind profiles corresponded to different transition phases, each
one containing a very low number of cases so as to provide robust composites.
3. Isolation of the Tropical SSWs Signal
The downward propagation of the SSWs signal in the tropics can be analyzed by plotting time-height com-
posites of SSW temperature anomalies in the tropical region, herein defined as the average from 10◦S to
10◦N. However, as stated in the section 1, the removal of the QBO signal in stratospheric temperatures is
a major difficulty when characterizing the tropical cooling associated with SSWs. In this section, we test
several methods to filter out the QBO from the SSWs composites. In a first attempt, anomalies are simply
computed as deviations from the 34 year daily climatology. The resulting composite (Figure 2a) is shown
from day −30 to day +30, considering day 0 as the central date defined in Table 1. The anomalous cool-
ing starts 15 days before the SSW, and it peaks around day 0 at 10 hPa. The strongest cooling occurs in the
upper levels and it weakens as it propagates downward, although a secondary minimum in temperature
occurs at 70 hPa, 10–20 days after the central day. Figures 2b and 2c show the same SSW composite stratify-
ing according with the QBO phase. Different from the case when all SSWs are considered (Figure 2a), during
SSW-WQBO (Figure 2b), the largest anomalous cooling occurs around 20–40 hPa and persists until day +10
without reaching the lowermost stratosphere. The behavior of the SSW-EQBO (Figure 2c) reveals several dif-
ferences with respect to SSW-WQBO. First, the cold anomalies at the upper levels persist during the 60 days,
and reach the maximum at the central days. Second, an anomalous warming occurs between 20 and 40 hPa,
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Figure 2. Pressure-time SSWs composites of the temperature in the tropical region (10◦N–10◦S) following different methodologies to remove the QBO influence
on temperature by means of temperature anomalies with reference to the following: (a–c) full climatology , (d–f ) a multiple linear regression, (g–i) a QBO-based
climatology, and (j–l) the full climatology and a 61 day mean around the central dates. All four rows have three subplots for all (Figures 2a, 2d, 2g, and 2j), WQBO
(Figures 2b, 2e, 2h, and 2k), and EQBO (Figures 2c, 2f, 2i, and 2l) SSWs. See text for details.
which weakens around day 0, in response to the cooling peak of the SSW (see Figure 1). Third, below this
warm layer, anomalous cooling is observed from 50 to 100 hPa, being the largest between day 10 and 20.
The occurrence of these layers of opposite temperature anomalies in the SSW composites is related to the
QBO imprint in tropical temperatures. According to the QBO definition adopted in section 2, EQBO (com-
pared with WQBO) is overall warmer in the 20–40 hPa layer and colder in the 50–100 hPa layer, regardless
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of the SSW occurrence (not shown). This is associated with the characteristic vertical wind profile of EQBO
phases in tropical regions, which leads to positive wind shear (increasing westerly winds with increasing
height) and warm temperatures between 10 and 50 hPa. The opposite situation occurs during the WQBO
phase. Thus, the use of climatological anomalies to analyze the behavior of SSWs in the tropics mainly
reflects the signature of the QBO phase. This methodology can also disturb the analysis of SSWs composites
including all QBO phases (Figure 2a), because the unequal number of EQBO and WQBO winters influences
the climatology. Therefore, we cannot assess whether or not the increased cooling in the lower stratosphere
that appears in Figure 2a corresponds to the overweight of the SSW composite during EQBO with respect to
those in WQBO or it is a signature characteristic of SSWs. This illustrates the need for a different methodol-
ogy that removes the QBO signal and isolates the tropical response to SSWs. With this objective in mind, we
have applied three different methods:
1. Residual composites: A multiple linear regression (MLR) has been performed to eliminate variability
related to the annual and semiannual cycles, trends, volcanic eruptions, El Nin˜o-Southern Oscillation,
and QBO:
T(t) = a ⋅ sin(2πt∕365) + b ⋅ cos(2πt∕365) + c ⋅ sin(4πt∕365) + d ⋅ cos(4πt∕365)
+e ⋅ t + f ⋅ AOD(t) + g ⋅ N3.4(t) + h ⋅ U44.4 hPa + i ⋅ U9.9 hPa + 𝜁 (t)
where several indices have been used, including the first two harmonics for annual and semiannual vari-
ations, a linear fit, an atmospheric optical depth index for the volcanic influence (AOD), El Nin˜o-Southern
Oscillation 3.4 index (N3.4), and the two almost orthogonal indices: zonal mean zonal wind at 44 hPa and
at 10 hPa for the QBO. Then, new SSW composites are computed using the residual of the MLR. Results
are shown in Figures 2d–2f. The composite for all SSWs is similar to that using climatological anomalies
(cf. Figures 2d and 2a). The SSW-EQBO and SSW-WQBO composites show a more clear downward prop-
agation of the temperature pattern, but the layered temperature structure of Figures 2b and 2c still
remains. Thus, although this technique does reduce the QBO signature, it does not remove it completely.
2. QBO phase-related anomalies: Anomalies are computed using a QBO-dependent climatology. For each
day around the SSW date and each SSW, the climatology was computed from years without SSW in the
±30 day period around the central date and the same QBO phase as the given SSW. Results are shown
in Figures 2g–2i. In this case, composites for the three subsets (All SSWs, SSW-WQBO, and SSW-EQBO)
resemble those obtained with the MLR residuals (Figures 2d–2f ), although the downward propagation is
smoother when the climatologies take into account the QBO phase. However, ought to the small length of
the database, some of these climatologies are computed based on only six winters, difficulting any robust
statistical assessment.
3. Background anomalies: This method is based on Kodera [2006]. The seasonal cycle is removed together
with the baseline state of each SSW, herein characterized by the 61 day mean around the central day
(Figures 2j–2l). The three composites (All SSW, SSW-WQBO, and SSW-EQBO) are similar to each other, dif-
fering only in the speed of the downward propagation. For SSW-EQBO the maximum cooling descends
to 30 hPa in about 2–3 days, faster than in the SSW-WQBO composite (about 8 days). However, the timing
of the maximum cooling in the lower stratosphere is similar during both SSW-QBO phases. Although this
is the method that reduces the QBO signatures the most, it requires an arbitrary offset (the 61 day mean
around the central date), and the results depend on the number of days used to define the baseline state.
Thus, for example, when considering a 41 day mean around the central date, the cold anomalies persist
18 days at 10 hPa (not shown), instead of the 24 days observed in Figure 2j. The sensitivity of the results
to the length of the period employed to define the baseline state makes difficult to compute objective
diagnostics of the SSW signal (e.g., persistence of the tropical cooling).
4. SSWTropical Signal Propagation
Despite the differences and shortcomings of the aforementioned methodologies to characterize the SSWs
evolution, all the signals share a tropical cooling accompanying the warming associated with the SSWs
over the polar cap. This link between tropical and extratropical temperatures during SSWs can be quanti-
fied through the temperature anomalies around the SSWs. CP07 defined the SSW strength as the average
of the anomalous temperatures over the polar cap (50◦–90◦N) for the 5 day period from the SSW’s cen-
tral date, which requires defining anomalies with respect to a daily climatology. Here we use their metric
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Figure 3. (a) Scatter plot of temperature anomaly at 9.9 hPa averaged for ±5 days from central date for polar (60◦–90◦N)
versus tropical (10◦N–10◦S) regions. Numbers indicate the event on Table 1. The black line indicates the regression fit
using least squares. (b) Same as Figure 3a but for temperature difference at 9.9 hPa between day 0 minus day −10.
referred to our new central dates and define the polar cap as the 60◦–90◦N region. Figure 3a shows the rela-
tionship between this benchmark (x axis) and the same measure applied to the tropics (10◦N–10◦S) (y axis).
The Spearman correlation coefficient between the tropical and extratropical benchmarks is 0.61, statistically
significant at the 95% significant level.
A stronger relationship between the responses in tropics and extratropics is found when the use of anoma-
lies is partially avoided. To do so, we define the strength of the SSW as the temperature difference between
day −10 and day 0 after removing the seasonal cycle (similar results are obtained if the seasonal cycle is
not removed). This temperature difference is equivalent to an average of temperature tendency that is
proportional to the meridional circulation
(
𝜕T
𝜕t
≈ N2w∗
)
. Figure 3b shows the polar-tropical scatter plot
of this new measure. There is a strong linear correlation between tropical and extratropical SSW signals,
with a Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.75 (statistically significant at 99%). The fit of the data to the lin-
ear model is now improved, compared to that of Figure 3a. This improvement results in part from a better
characterization of the SSW signal by avoiding the definition of a climatological mean state, biased by the
QBO phase.
The results from Figure 3b suggest that this new metric (the relative temperature change) could also be
more suitable to isolate the tropical cooling related to SSWs from the QBO temperature imprint. Thus, a new
composite method is presented attempting to overcome the difficulties in isolating the SSWs tropical sig-
nal and to partially avoid arbitrary choices, as those presented in section 3. This novel methodology is based
on the evolution of temperature differences with respect to the SSW central date, rather than on canonical
anomalies relative to a mean state. First, the seasonal cycle is removed (although similar results are obtained
if we use absolute values), and the central date of a given SSW is used as a temporal reference (day 0) for
each pressure level. Thus, at each pressure level and each day around the central date, the signal is com-
puted as the difference between the temperature values of that day and the central date. This provides the
evolution of temperature around the central date (x axis) at different pressure levels (y axis). These evolu-
tion lines are then composited according to SSW-EQBO (blue) and SSW-WQBO (red) and shown in Figure 4b.
Thin grey horizontal lines mark the reference value (temperature of day 0) at each level. Values above the
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Figure 4. (a) SSW cooling amplitude at each pressure level, defined as the temperature difference between its maximum value, in the period day 0 to day −20,
and its minimum value in the period day 0 to day +20. Error bars indicate ±1 standard deviation. Yellow region indicates statistical confidence at 90% level for the
difference between the vertical grandient of cooling amplitude during both QBO phases. (b) SSWs composites of tropical temperature variations with respect to
day 0 at each pressure level (marked by thin grey horizontal lines). (c) Same as Figure 4b but for the polar cap region. Blue for east and red for west QBO phases.
The scales of temperature variations are indicated on the upper level. The scale ratio of polar versus tropical temperature is 6.
reference level imply cooling if the day is before day 0 and warming for days after day 0. Values below the
reference level indicate warming before day 0 and cooling after it.
With this diagnostic, the possible QBO imprint in temperature at each level is filtered out as the QBO is
expected to operate at longer time scales. The QBO has a period of around 28 months, and the QBO-related
change in temperature is ∼3 K (varying with height) over 14 months, so the average tendency is
∼0.2 K/month. This temperature change is small compared to the changes observed in Figure 3. Thus, the
temperature evolution at each level in Figure 4b can be attributed almost exclusively to SSWs. However, it is
important to note that differences in the temperature evolution of the SSWs signal from one level to another
are expected to be associated with the vertical structure of the background flow, which varies with height
and it is different for each QBO phase. This will be discussed later.
Figure 4b provides the vertical structure of the SSW signal in the stratosphere and how it evolves with
time. The results indicate a strong cooling during both phases of the QBO at each level, being the largest
in the upper stratosphere. Below 10 hPa, the minimum temperatures during both QBO phases occur at
progressively later times, lagging the central date of the SSWs by a few days. This reveals a downward
propagation of the SSW-related cooling through the entire stratosphere (note the difference with, for exam-
ple, Figure 2b, which suggested that the SSW signal does not reach the lowermost stratosphere during
WQBO). Despite this common behavior, there are remarkable differences in the SSW propagation signal
between QBO phases. Above 10 hPa, the cooling related to SSWs is short lived during EQBO as compared
to SSW-WQBO cases. Furthermore, the strongest cooling below 10 hPa is more pronounced and occurs later
during SSW-WQBO than during SSW-EQBO (e.g., at 23 hPa, the minimum temperature is reached around day
5 for SSW-WQBO and close to day 2 for SSW-EQBO). This behavior persists downward until 54 hPa, where the
composite evolutions of SSWs signals during both QBO phases are comparable.
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Figure 5. (a, d) SSWs cross-section composites of the zonal mean zonal wind average for ±30 days from central day during WQBO (Figure 5a) and EQBO
(Figure 5d). (b, e) SSWs cross-section composites of the vertical component of the Eliassen-Palm (Fy) averaged for ±5 days from central day. Crosses indicate sta-
tistical confidence at 90% level of a Monte Carlo test taking random composites for their respective QBO phase subset of years, red crosses above 95th percentile
and blue ones under 5th percentile. (c, f ) Same as middle column but for Eliassen-Palm divergence.
Figure 3 indicated a close link between the tropical and polar cap (60◦–90◦N) temperature variations around
the central date of SSW. Therefore, we next address whether the SSW signals over these two regions also
exhibit a similar evolution. To do so, a composite analysis based on temperature changes was performed for
the SSW signal over the polar cap (Figure 4c) in the same manner as in the tropical region. At high latitudes,
the warming associated with SSWs above 44 hPa lasts longer during WQBO than during EQBO similar to the
behavior of the tropics. This suggests that the temperature changes in the tropical stratosphere are coupled
to the SSW temperature evolution over the polar cap. Below 44hPa, the temperature evolution in the tropics
differs from that in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) high latitudes. This indicates that the march of the SSW
signal in the tropical lower stratosphere is independent from that in the high latitudes, and hence, it should
be related to mechanisms operating outside of the NH polar region.
In addition to the timing and persistence of the cooling associated with SSWs, it is also important to charac-
terize the amplitude of the signal and its modulation by the QBO. As a measure of the SSW tropical cooling
amplitude, we consider the temperature difference between the maximum value reached in the 20 days
before day 0 and the minimum value reached in the period 0 to +20 day. This metric is computed for each
event at each level, and then composited for SSWs according to their QBO phase (Figure 4a). Thus, positive
values indicate an overall cooling around the SSW central date. A t Student test at the 90% confidence level
has been performed to analyze the differences between both phases in the vertical gradient of this ampli-
tude, in other words, if the cooling variation from one level to the next below differs among phases (yellow
region). The SSW cooling is generally larger for SSWs occurring during WQBO (in red; note, however, the
large case-to-case variability marked by the standard deviation bar). During SSW-WQBO, the cooling ampli-
tude barely changes above 12 hPa while below this level, it decreases downward. Different from SSW-WQBO
cases, the cooling amplitude during SSW-EQBO is the largest in the upper stratosphere and decreases pro-
gressively downward up to 44 hPa. However, this behavior reverses and the cooling enhances at lower levels
(from 44 to 67 hPa), while it continues decreasing during SSW-WQBO cases. This cooling enhancement is
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Figure 6. As in Figures 5b and 5e but for (a, b) vertical and (c, d) meridional residual circulation.
statistically different from the cooling weakening of SSW-WQBO at these levels (yellow region). In the low-
ermost tropical stratosphere (between 80 and 96 hPa), the temperature amplitude drops to small values
for both QBO phases, indicating that the SSW tropical cooling signal weakens severely or disappears below
80 hPa. As it was argued above when analyzing the time evolution of the SSW cooling, the tropical signal in
the midstratosphere seems to be tied to the polar region, with SSW-WQBO cases displaying a more persis-
tent and pronounced cooling. This is in agreement with the behavior of the cooling amplitude in the tropics
above 44 hPa level which exhibits a sustained cooling with height during SSW-WQBO events and a faster
attenuation of the SSW cooling during EQBO. However, as stated before, such a coupling between tropical
and extratropical regions does not appear below 44 hPa (see Figure 4), and hence, other mechanisms need
to be operating in the lower stratosphere to explain the increase in cooling amplitude during SSW-EQBO.
To investigate this further, Figures 5a and 5d show composites of the zonal mean zonal wind for each
SSW-QBO subset. The position of the zero-wind line, i.e., the change from westerlies to easterlies (thick black
line in the figures) varies from WQBO to EQBO. This change modifies the equatorward propagation of plan-
etary waves since they only propagate through a westerly background flow [Charney and Drazin, 1961]. The
different QBO pathways for wave propagation are expected to also modulate the regions of wave dissipa-
tion which could ultimately alter the tropical upwelling below (downward control principle, Haynes et al.
[1991]) and thus the tropical cooling during SSWs. To assess the differences in the preferred regions of wave
dissipation between opposite SSW-QBO cases, Figures 5c and 5f display composites of the Eliassen-Palm
(EP) flux divergence for SSWs occurring during both QBO phases for the ±5 days period. The statistically sig-
nificance of these composites has been assessed through a 5000 trial Monte Carlo test. For each QBO phase,
random composites of EP flux divergence were computed containing as many cases as SSWs were in each
QBO subset. The cases in the random composites kept the day and the month of the observed SSWs, but the
year of occurrence was chosen randomly among the available years of each analyzed QBO subset. Statistical
confidence at the 90% level is attained when the EP flux divergence values are above the 95th (red crosses)
or below the 5th (blue crosses) percentile of the probability distribution derived from the Monte Carlo dis-
tribution. Similar composites for the Eliassen-Palm meridional component, Fy, shown in Figures 5b and 5e
indicate an increased wave propagation equatorward, in accordance with the different wave dissipation for
both QBO phases during SSWs.
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Figure 7. SSWs composites of the anomalies of the zonal mean temperature changes between the following: (a, b)
day −5, (c, d) day 0, (e, f ) day +10, (g, h) day +20, (i, j) day +30, and the averaged period from day −15 to day −10. For
SSW-WQBO (Figures 7a, 7c, 7e, 7g, and 7i) and SSW-EQBO (Figures 7b, 7d, 7f, 7h, 7j).
Not surprisingly, during SSWs occurring in both QBO phases, there is EP flux convergence north of 15◦N in
the entire stratosphere, related to the large wave activity coming from the troposphere at midlatitudes in
relation to SSWs [e.g.,McIntyre, 1982; Polvani and Waugh, 2004]. However, differences between QBO phases
do appear in the subtropics. Regions of significant convergence (enhanced dissipation), compared to their
own QBO-based climatology, are observed above 15 hPa during SSW-WQBO and between 20 and 44 hPa for
SSW-EQBO. These regions are well collocated with their respective QBO zero-wind lines at subtropical lati-
tudes, reflecting their QBO dependency. According to the downward control principle [Haynes et al., 1991],
during SSW-EQBO, the subtropical convergence near 30 hPa intensifies the upwelling equatorward at lower
levels and thus favors colder temperatures therein. Figure 6 shows composites for meridional and vertical
residual velocities (v∗, w∗) in a similar way as Figures 5c and 5f for the ±5 days period. During SSW-WQBO
more tropical upwelling occurs between 20 and 10 hPa (Figure 6a) accompanied with higher meridional
circulation above (Figure 6c). Meanwhile, during SSW-EQBO, more equatorial upwelling is observed above
10 hPa and below 50 hPa, while lower upwelling than normal is observed around 30 hPa (Figure 6b). At
the same time, the meridional residual velocity is higher between 50 and 30 hPa (Figure 6d), implying a
secondary meridional circulation generated by the subtropical wave dissipation. This is consistent with
the distinctive enhanced cooling amplitude observed in the lower stratosphere in SSW-EQBO (Figure 4a).
Similarly, during SSW-WQBO, the SSW cooling amplitude in the upper levels (Figure 4a) does not decrease
downward, as in the SSW-EQBO, but it is rather sustained with height, which agrees with the increased wave
dissipation observed at those levels in Figure 5. Thus, differences in the subtropical wave dissipation associ-
ated with the QBO phase background state modulate the cooling amplitude in the tropical stratosphere in
response to SSWs.
Up to this point, the tropical signal of SSWs and the differences between QBO phases have been analyzed for
the averaged tropical region (10◦N–10◦S). We next address the latitudinal extension of the SSW signal and
whether or not the aforementioned differences between EQBO and WQBO are confined to the equatorial
region. Figure 7 depicts latitude-altitude composites of the anomalous zonal mean temperature changes
for several days of the SSW’s life cycle (-5, 0, +10, +20, and +30) relative to the averaged period between day
−15 and day−10. The anomalies of the temperature variations are calculated subtracting the corresponding
climatological temperature differences with respect to the calendar day of the given SSW. Figure 7 provides
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a global picture of the temporal evolution of the SSW signal in the stratosphere. Note that negative values
indicate an overall cooling from 15 to 10 days before the SSW to the indicated date.
These plots reveal a symmetric behavior of the SSW signal within the tropics relative to the equator that
supports the tropical region chosen for our analysis (10◦S to 10◦N). The latitudinal belt of 15◦–20◦ already
displays some hemispheric asymmetries in the response to SSW, particularly for the period after day +10.
The latitudinal extension of the SSW cooling reaches 30◦S, as reported by Taguchi [2011], although asym-
metries between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres are evident at these subtropical latitudes; the
cooling is stronger and more persistent in the Northern Hemisphere. Figures 7 also allows for a detailed
analysis of the evolution of the zonal mean temperature during SSWs. The temperature pattern at the upper
levels and day 0 (Figure 7c and 7d) exhibits a tropical-extratropical dipole, with the extratropical warming
associated with SSWs being accompanied by a cooling from 50◦N to almost 50◦S that supports the tight
coupling between tropical and extratropical temperature variations in the upper stratosphere discussed
before (Figures 3b and 4). As time progresses, the largest warming in the polar region is located at lower
heights, and thus, the warming in the upper stratosphere weakens and it is replaced by a cooling anomaly
[Limpasuvan et al., 2004]. This downward propagation is faster during SSW-EQBO, as it was found in Figure 4.
At low latitudes, the middle stratospheric cooling associated with SSWs also disappears in about 10–20
days, although it persists longer during WQBO than during EQBO (cf. Figures 7e and 7f), similar to what
is observed in the polar cap and Figure 4. The SSW-EQBO pattern shows a faster downward propagation
in terms of the minimum temperature evolution at the tropics. Although the tropical cooling in the lower
stratosphere is already detected within a few days after the SSW during both QBO phases and is more persis-
tent (still evident 30 days after the SSW) than at upper levels. Note however that the tropical cooling of the
lower stratosphere is more pronounced during SSW-EQBO than during SSW-WQBO at day +20 (cf. Figures 7g
and 7h), confirming again the results of Figure 4, although at days +30 the cooling is larger for SSW-WQBO.
5. Summary
In this study, ERA-Interim reanalysis data have been used to improve our understanding of the tropical sig-
nal associated with SSWs, with special focus on its evolution and behavior during different QBO phases. The
removal of the QBO signal in stratospheric temperatures is a major difficulty when characterizing the evolu-
tion and downward propagation of the tropical cooling associated with SSWs. It has also been shown that
composites of cross sections (days versus altitude) of SSW temperature anomalies show layers of alternating
sign ought to QBO temperature imprints. Residual composites computed from a multilinear regression, and
departures from a specific QBO-based climatology reduce these issues, although they do not eliminate com-
pletely the QBO signatures. Alternatively, the removal of a background state defined from an average period
does a better job at isolating the SSW signal but depends on subjective choices as the length of the period.
We propose a newmethodology based on the relative evolution of temperature at each level and a measure
for the cooling amplitude. They provide a clearer characterization of the SSW signal and the differences in
its propagation between QBO phases, avoiding the aforementioned problems. In addition, a measure of the
SSWs strength has been proposed based on temperature differences from day 0 to day −10 at 10 hPa, which
reflects a strong linear correlation of temperature variations between low and high latitudes.
The analysis based on temperature variations with respect to the central date of the SSW indicates that
the SSW cooling in the tropical middle stratosphere is tied to the evolution of temperature over the polar
cap, while the SSW signal in the lower stratosphere is partially disconnected from polar changes. Overall,
the largest cooling associated with SSW in the tropics appears in the upper stratosphere, and weakens as
it propagates downward. While the magnitude of the cooling keeps constant at the largest values across
the upper stratosphere (above 10 hPa) for SSW-WQBO, the cooling weakens at lower heights and pro-
ceeds downward at a faster rate for SSW-EQBO. However, in the lower stratosphere, the cooling intensifies
for SSW-EQBO, which is not observed in SSW-WQBO. This behavior cannot be related to the temperature
changes in the polar region. Instead, the analysis of the background wind and EP flux in the subtropics
reveals a QBO modulation of wave dissipation through changes in the position of the zero-wind line that
can explain the observed behavior in the cooling amplitude in response to the SSWs, as explained below.
The minimum temperature occurs on day 0 at the upper levels and later in time at lower levels, faster for
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Figure 8. Scheme of the mechanisms for tropical strato-
spheric cooling associated with a SSW occurrence. The
tropical region is affected by two pathways: (1) the increased
residual mean circulation associated to the polar vortex
break up and (2) the subtropical wave dissipation con-
trolled by the position of the zero- wind line which in turn is
modified by the QBO phase.
SSW-EQBO. In the lower stratosphere the tem-
perature minimum is still remarkable more than
2 weeks after the central day. The temperature
variations associated to the SSW are about 3 K
at the upper levels, being larger around 10 hPa
for SSW-WQBO than during SSW-EQBO. In the
lower stratosphere from 44 hPa to 66.6 hPa, a tem-
perature decrease of about 1 K occurs only for
SSW-EQBO.
Thus, we propose two different pathways to
explain the tropical temperature associated with
SSW. They are summarized in the schematic of
Figure 8. The first pathway strongly influences the
SSW signal in the tropical upper stratosphere by
changes in the mean meridional circulation that
connect the tropical and polar regions (big green
arrow). SSWs are triggered by enhanced wave
activity at midlatitudes. Some of these waves dis-
sipate at high latitudes and intensify the mean meridional circulation showing increased upwelling and
cooling in the tropical region. This cooling occurs almost simultaneously with the polar cap warming and
decreases as it propagates downward. The second pathway is related to the waves that propagate equator-
ward and whose dissipation can be modulated by the position of the zero-wind line, which depends on the
QBO wind profile. This mechanism explains most of the differences observed in the tropical signal of SSWs
between QBO phases. During WQBO, the zero-wind line is located above 30 hPa in the subtropics (red), and
the increased wave activity during SSWs causes a region of enhanced wave dissipation and large cooling in
the upper levels. This favors a vertically sustained cooling amplitude from 5 to 13 hPa. On the contrary, dur-
ing SSW-EQBO, the largest EP flux divergence in the subtropics is located below 30 hPa (blue), in agreement
with the zero-wind line position during EQBO, and consequently there is an enhanced cooling at the tropi-
cal lower stratosphere, in agreement with results from the temperature analysis. This second pathway occurs
on the days close to day 0, so waves start to weaken the polar vortex first, and then also affect the subtropi-
cal region generating these secondary circulations and the extra tropical coolings apart from the generated
by an increased mean residual circulation. These forcings of the stratospheric circulation at different levels
could be related to different branches of the Brewer-Dobson circulation, to the upper and to the lower or
shallow branch [Plumb, 2002].
These mechanisms have been found in reanalysis data. In a future study, we will investigate if they can be
reproduced in long simulations of climate models, which can include many more SSW and thus reduce
uncertainties. If this is the case, they could also be used as a potential diagnostic to validate performance of
climate models in the stratosphere.
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